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Agricultural issue is an important issue for the development of China. As the basic 
elements of agricultural production, Land can not be ignored in the process of research 
agricultural issues. Currently, rational allocation of and efficient use of rural land is the 
important work to improve the income of the farmers, promote rural reform, accelerate 
modern agriculture, and then the land cerculation become particularly prominent. Land 
circulation has a gradual deepening of the process , by which the relevant policies played 
crucial role to constant conducting and pushing of it. To discusse the relevant policies and 
rural land transfer system, is contrbuting to further the standardize behavior of land 
circulation, to provide a reference of the better land policy’s formulation and improvement, 
and better rural land management system.All of these have the very important practical 
significance. 
The issue of China's rural land circulation is one of the hotspots of the current rural 
issues. This article focus on the issue of land circulation, researching on the intervention of 
rural circulation policies. In the current land transfer situation,the grass-roots government 
is most close to the farmers and has a huge influence of land transfer. The study found that 
the policy is more inclined to guide a large area of land circulation,and also more inclined 
to embrave the large area of land circulation’s operators – the farmers of scale 
management. Policy is nearly unable to benefit individual farmers. Grassroots 
Government has yet to find a balance between the individual farmers and 
scalemanagement farmers. Previous similar studies discussed institutional change of the 
land circulation from the macro level, or discussed the government's role. The innovation 
of this paper is to focus on grass-roots policy, exploring its influence.So we can make the 
policies and the transfer of land have a conversation, and then give advices for the 
Government for land circulation. 
This article based on the theory of institution analysis and the theory of property, 
focus on the regulation of land circulation and the conditions of policy promoting revenue. 
It finds out that the policy plays a important role on the regulation of land circulation. It’s 
not only shows on the paper file, but also shows on the government action. However, there 
are still many problems. First of all, the policy can’t cover every peasant who needs it. 
Secondly, the interest of some peasant still lack of guarantee. And finally, the existing 
policies are not work efficiently. To solve this problems, the government needs to redefine 
their orientation of the policy. 
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第一章 绪  论 
2 
业结构易于突破原有模式，专业化水平也能得到提高。 
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